As we bid farewell and celebrated the impact and tremendous success of our 2019 conference in Montego Bay, Jamaica, themed Regulating the game, exploring how best to achieve secure, vibrant, innovative, safe and responsible industry, our gaze shifted and preparations commenced for IAGR2020 in Boston, Massachusetts.
IAGR’s annual conference brings senior international gambling regulators and industry stakeholders together to hear from leading speakers, discuss known and emerging issues and connect and share knowledge about regulatory policy and practice, the latest research and industry developments and trends.

IAGR2020 stands apart from the increasingly crowded annual calendar of gambling conferences because it’s the representative body for gambling regulators and provides a voice and mechanism to help inform and shape regulatory policy and practice.

Speaking at IAGR2020 is your opportunity to extend your reach and impact and provoke thinking and debate. To challenge and inspire delegates towards bold innovation in regulatory practice. To excite conversation, a contest of ideas and influence policy makers, regulatory leaders and industry stakeholders towards more efficient and effective gambling regulation to underpin secure, vibrant, sustainable, safe and responsible industry.

■ DISRUPTING THE REGULATOR

#IAGR2020 is focused on disruption and sparking regulatory innovation to advance the efficiency and effectiveness of gambling regulation globally.

Regulation and legislative frameworks can be slow to adapt and caught off guard where the introduction of new goods and services challenge the status quo to satisfy unmet demand or create new markets.

#IAGR2020 is looking at gambling regulation and industry through an innovation and disruption lens to identify where the introduction of new products and the pace of technology advancement can strain regulatory frameworks and practices and where rigidity and inertia risks dampening innovation and associated economic and social benefits. How do we best marry rapid technology advances and escalating appetite for new products with efficient and effective regulation and what are the policy levers to better manage these challenges?
TOPICS OF INTEREST

Regulatory applications for artificial intelligence, big data and biometrics

RegTech monitoring, reporting & solutions

Regulatory disruption case studies and lessons

Non-cash payment technology

AI enhancing risk-based supervision & player protection

The case for Regulatory Sandboxes

Regulating emerging technology

Threat detection, assessment & interception in casino environment

Mitigating money laundering and terrorist financing risk

Responsible gambling innovation

Positive/safer gambling behaviours

Defining and measuring gambling harm

International standards and mutual recognition

Leading investigative & interviewing approaches

Behavioural insights - nudging better decisions and safer gambling

Threat of serious & organised crime

Gambling advertising, public sentiment and regulatory approaches

Gambling taxation approaches and merits

Technology driven assurance and audit approaches

Betting manipulation, & integrity arrangements

Cyber security threats and opportunities

Future problem gambling help services

Junket operators regulation, risk and reward

Compliance & enforcement approaches & decisions

Regulatory failures and lessons learned

Industry innovation and emerging products

Blockchain & cryptocurrency
eSports gambling & integrity arrangements

Gambling industry culture and diversity

Cross jurisdictional enforcement action

Convergence of gaming & gambling implications

Disrupting industry and the regulator a political lens
THE CONFERENCE

**Location**
Boston Mariott Copley Place, 110 Huntington Ave, Boston

**Conference Week**
20 – 25 September 2020

**Keynote Sessions**
60 or 90 minutes including 10 minutes questions

**Speaker Sessions**
40 minutes including 10 minutes questions

Panel Sessions
60 minutes including 10 minutes questions

Speaker Compensation
Speakers (non-members) will receive free registration for the conference and associated social events

Accepted speakers need to meet own travel and accommodation costs

**SPEAKER SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS**

- Presentation title
- Speaker details: Name, qualifications, role, company, photo and short bio
- Abstract (300 words or less)
- Preferred format
  - Presentation
  - Panel discussion
  - Debate
  - Interview
  - Workshop
  - Panelist details
  - Other
- How does your proposed topic meet the theme of the conference?
- What novel or provocative information will you introduce?
- Has the presentation been used previously, if yes, where and when?
- Are you willing to have photographs and video taken during the conference?
- Are you able to support marketing and promotion of your presentation and #IAGR2020 through your network and social media?
**HOW TO SUBMIT**

Email your speaker submission to conference@iagr.org by 29 February 2020.

All submitters will be notified the outcome by **31 March 2020**.

---

Paul Newson  
President

If you are not already on our mailing list, please contact us to sign up for the IAGR2020 Boston Conference email announcements or click here.